TYPICAL DETAILS CE-10

V-CLIP WALL PANEL ANCHOR

DOWELS TO MATCH VERTICAL REINFORCEMENT b/n POURS AS SPECIFIED

FORM PANELS c/w INSERT WEBS-CUT TO SUIT FLOOR CONNECTION

NUDURA 152mm STANDARD FORM UNIT

HORIZONTAL/VERTICAL REINFORCEMENT AS SPECIFIED BY LOCAL PRESCRIPTIVE OR ENGINEERING DESIGN

EXTERIOR FINISH AS SPECIFIED

PLASTER BOARD

FINISHED CONCRETE TOPPING AS SPECIFIED

HOLLOW CORE PRECAST SLAB

DOWELS FIELD BENT AND GROUTED INTO SHEAR KEY JOINT b/n PANELS AS SPECIFIED

PLASTER BOARD

DISCLAIMER NOTICE: SPECIFIC INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR COMPLIANCE WITH LOCAL CODES IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE DESIGNER

STANDARD 152mm FORM UNIT C/W PANEL & TIE INSERT WEBS EXTERIOR BEARING WALL DETAIL HOLLOW CORE PRECAST SLAB EXTERIOR FINISH AS SPECIFIED
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